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Abstract 

Most of the studies on convergence in regional GDP per capita estimated (beta) 

convergence among EU regions, at both EU-15 and EU-27 level. However, the speed of 

convergence is not constant either in time or between regions. Results for other 

variables, like health variables, are inconclusive. Our objective in this paper is to 

analyse the health convergence of the EU-27 regions from 1995 to 2009, using (cause-

specific) mortality and life expectancy at birth. Three are the contributions of our paper. 

First, we analysed regions instead of countries. Second, we explicitly allowed that 

convergence rate, if any, could vary in time and space. Third, we specified a model to 

control also explicitly, problems such as endogeneity of the explanatory variables of 

health convergence as well as the unobserved spatiotemporal extra-variability. Our 

results indicate that, in terms of health, although there was a catching-up process 

between the EU-27 regions between 1995 and 2009, there was also significant 

heterogeneity not only in the speed of that beta-convergence but even in itself, both 

among countries and over time. Furthermore, using the coefficient of variation as a 

summary measure of sigma-convergence, we were unable to estimate a reduction in 

disparities between regions in EU-27 over those fifteen years. In summary, if the 

concept of sigma-convergence is more revealing of the reality of convergence, we could 

not conclude that there is convergence in health among the regions of the EU-27 

between 1995 and 2009.  

 

Key words:  EU-27 regions, health convergence, beta-convergence, sigma-

convergence, catching-up, health disparities, spatio-temporal modelling.  
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1.- Introduction 

In the last years there has been a huge increase in the literature which tries to explain the 

economic convergence, understood as a reduction in the dissimilarity between countries 

of the distribution of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita over time and, 

sometimes, of the productivity (see Durlauf et al., 2005, for a review of the literature).  

Among the criticisms of economic convergence analysis is the use of GDP as a proxy of 

country welfare. Even, sometimes, GDP is an incomplete measure of economic progress 

(Kenny, 2005). Sen (1998) understands income as one variable, among many, which 

affects our chances of enjoying life. He adds that the quality of life of a person, not only 

depends of his personal income, but also on social and physical conditions. Sen (1999) 

says that the economic variables, as per capita income, are not irrelevant to measure the 

quality of life, but they are inappropriate to capture the different influences in the 

quality of life and the survival possibilities of the people.   

Due to these criticisms, different authors have tried to look for other variables that better 

reflect quality of life. In fact, we could call this line of analysis as ‘health convergence’. 

Sen (1999) states that the main objective of humans is the freedom from diseases and 

premature death and, for this reason, life expectancy at birth would be a good indicator 

of the population development. Becker et al. (2003) proposed the use of longevity (i.e. 

life expectancy at birth), which would measure the amount of life. Mayer (2003) also 

proposed the utilization of the life expectancy, as it seems to be one of the best 

indicators of the population welfare. Apart from the life expectancy, other studies, such 

as Sen (1998), have proposed mortality as an indicator of social ill-being. The reasons 

of its use are the importance the humans attribute to the fact of living, also the fact that 

lots of things that we value are directly related with the condition of being alive and 

moreover, the fact that mortality data of a specific age can be used to associate fails or 

succeeds to events that can be important (Sen, 1998). However, the main problem of 

this variable is that it has low variability. It is needed a long data period to be able to see 

changes on mortality. 

Convergence hypotheses 

The concept of convergence, in the most general sense, is the reduction or equalising of 

disparities (Paas et al, 2007). Convergence is a real and long run phenomenon which is 
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directly related with growth processes, that is, it exist convergence when the welfare or 

development levels, between two or more countries, tend to approach in time (Barro and 

Sala-i-Martín, 1991). 

There exist two well-known convergence hypotheses, the absolute and the conditional 

convergence hypothesis (Paas et al, 2007). In the absolute convergence hypothesis, the 

per capita income of countries or regions converges with one another in the long run 

without taking into account the initial conditions. The poorer countries and regions tend 

to grow faster than the richer ones and there is a negative relation between the average 

growth rates and the initial levels of income. It is assume that all the economies 

converge to the same stationary state (Paas et al, 2007). 

On the other hand, the conditional convergence hypothesis assumes that the per capita 

income of countries and regions converges with one another, in the long run, provided 

that their structural characteristics (eg. technology, human capital, institutions, 

population growth rates, preferences) are the same (Paas et al, 2007). In the absolute 

convergence, the initial conditions were irrelevant. However, for the conditional 

convergence, the equilibrium varies in each economy and each of them tends to their 

own equilibrium.  

Beta and sigma convergence 

The traditional and widely used instrument to measure the convergence is the analysis 

of beta-convergence (Paas et al, 2007). The starting point of the beta-convergence 

analysis was the studies done by Baumol (1986) and from that moment, the concept 

started to be popular (Barro and Sala-i-Martín, 1991, 1992; Sala-i-Martín, 1996; Fischer 

and Stirböck, 2004). The beta-convergence is defined as the negative relation between 

the initial income level and the later income growth. 

Another instrument used to measure the convergence, which became popular with the 

work of Quah (1993), is the sigma-convergence. He showed that the traditional relation 

of the initial growth level was not giving a clear answer to convergence, as the relation 

tended to be negative if the differences in income were not reduced. Out of his theory, 

there is sigma-convergence if the dispersion and inequalities between countries are 

reduced with time. The sigma-convergence can be calculated with different measures of 

dispersion (variance, standard deviation or coefficient of variation). 
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Health convergence 

Instead of GDP, two variables have been mainly analyzed, life expectancy at birth and 

mortality. In a cross-country study comprising virtually all the world, Preston (1975) 

showed that while keeping the income constant, the change in the longevity-income 

profile represented gains of fifteen years in the life expectancy. In fact, already 

macroeconomic studies of economic growth, such as Barro’s (1991), have found that 

life expectancy is an important predictor of economic growth. Pritchett and Summers 

(1996), analyzing the countries contained in the Penn World Tables 5, corroborate by 

using instrumental variables that countries with higher incomes enjoy higher health, 

suggesting, as Anand and Ravallion (1993), find that the main reason of this relation are 

the income levels of the poor and public expenditure in health care. Wilson (2001) 

studies the world distribution of life expectancy and finds a decrease in its dispersion 

(i.e. sigma-convergence). Becker et al. (2003), also in a world-wide study, considering 

that there is a positive correlation between longevity and income per capita, show that it 

exist convergence in longevity, while it does not exist in income. Glei et al. (2010) find 

that there is not sigma-convergence for life expectancy at older age in high income 

countries. Edwards (2011) points out that there is beta-convergence but not sigma-

convergence in life expectancy at birth across countries (although he finds sigma-

convergence within countries).  Clark (2011), however, does not find beta-convergence 

but that life expectancy improvements have been greater for developing countries. 

Similarly, Eggleston and Fuchs (2012), studying life expectancy in industrialized 

countries, point out that most gains in life expectancy have occurred in adult mortality, 

especially for those over 65.  

Another proposed variable is mortality. Using mortality as indicator has some 

advantages, not only on income, but also on health data, as it can give better 

information about welfare (Sen, 1998). However, it also has some drawbacks, as the 

economic variables have more variability than mortality or life expectancy. To be able 

to see changes in the last variables, it is needed significant variation in other variables 

like social, health and demographic variables, and they will take time to change our 

interest variables, it will not be an immediate effect. However, in the long run, mortality 

and life expectancy variables can be more sensitive to changes than income (Sen, 1998).  

Edwards and Tuljapurkar (2005), examining differences in the age pattern of mortality 

between countries (of practically all the world) over time, show that there is not sigma-

convergence in the mortality in industrialized countries. In the study referred above, 
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Clark (2011) finds that infant mortality reductions are larger in high-income countries 

(i.e. there is not beta-convergence in infant mortality). Edwards (2011) also did not find 

(beta) convergence in adult mortality, especially among developed countries. Finally, 

d’Albis et al. (2012) did not find (beta and sigma) convergence across countries when 

they consider the entire sample of industrialized countries but provide some evidence of 

(sigma) convergence among a subset of countries.  

 

Summing up, results are inconclusive. This may be because the variables used 

(mortality and life expectancy at birth) have much less variability than the GDP. Our 

first hypothesis is that analyzing regions instead of countries we can observe the 

sufficient variability in health variables of interest to estimate the (dis)similarity of the 

distribution of these variables over time.  

Health convergence in the EU-27 regions 

Our interest in the regions of the twenty-seven countries of the European Union (EU-

27) lies precisely in one of the main priorities of the Treaty establishing the European 

Community, the economic and social cohesion. Following Monfort (2008), the Article 

158 of the Treaty points out ‘in particular, the Community aims to reduce the disparities 

between the levels of development of the different regions and the backwardness of the 

least favoured regions or islands, including rural areas’. Furthermore, the updated article 

174 of the Treaty of Lisbon
1
 points out ‘In particular, the Union shall aim at reducing 

disparities between the levels of development of the various regions and the 

backwardness of the least favoured regions’. Although it is true that the purpose of 

cohesion policy go far beyond mere economic convergence, the reduction of regional 

disparities has been measured as the convergence of the regional levels of GDP per 

capita. In fact, pure economic convergence has become a major aspect in assessing the 

effectiveness of the European Cohesion Policy (Monfort, 2008).  

 

In this sense, and following Eckey and Türk (2006), despite differences in model 

specification and in observations, most of the studies on convergence in regional GDP 

per capita estimated (beta) convergence among EU regions, at both EU-15 and EU-27 

level. However, the speed of convergence is not constant either in time or between 

                                                 
1
 Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. 
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regions (Montfort, 2008; Maynou et al., 2013). Regarding to sigma-convergence, 

Monfort (2008) shows that convergence between EU-15 regions was strong up to the 

mid 90s and stabilizes thereafter (his analysis ends in 2005). Because, for the EU-27 

regions, however, he finds that disparities continued to decrease rapidly, he concludes 

that the poorest regions in the new Member States were catching up on the Union’s 

richest ones.  

 

Since, at least at the aggregate level, there is much evidence of a positive association 

between income and health, our second hypothesis is that, considering the end of the 

time period of economic boom (i.e. 2005-2009), there will be beta-convergence in 

health among EU-27 regions, but not sigma-convergence. Our third hypothesis is that, 

like economic convergence, the speed of health convergence is not constant either in 

time or between regions. 

 

Our objective in this paper is to analyse the health convergence of the EU-27 regions 

from 1995 to 2009, using (cause-specific) mortality and life expectancy at birth. Three 

are the contributions of our paper. First, we have analyzed health convergence among 

European regions instead of the traditional approach of convergence among countries. 

Second, we explicitly allowed that convergence rate, if any, could vary in time and 

space. We do this using the same model, instead of different models to estimate 

subsamples in time and space. Third, we specified a model to control also explicitly, 

problems such as endogeneity of explanatory variables of health convergence as well as 

the unobserved spatiotemporal extra-variability. 

After this introduction, we organised the paper into three sections. In section two we 

detailed the data setting and methods used. We explained the results in section three. 

Finally, in section four we provided the discussion and some concluding remarks. 

 

2.- Methods 

Data setting 

We used data from 271 regions of the 27 member countries of the European Union from 

1995 to 2009. We obtained data from EUROSTAT. 

Econometric model 
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We specified the models based on the well known beta-convergence hypothesis 

(Baumol, 1986; Barro and Sala-i-Martin 1991, 1992; Sala-i-Martin, 1996), originally 

specified as a cross-section model: 

 INuuyg uT
2

0 ,0~          [1] 

where gT  denoted the vector of (dependent variable) average growth rate in the period 

(0,T); y0 was the vector of (dependent variable) initial levels; u was a zero-mean and 

homoskedastic (
2
u  was the constant variance) normally distributed disturbance term; 

and  and  denoted (unknown) parameters. 

As it has been explained above, the beta-convergence hypothesis states that β–

convergence exists if the estimated value for β, the coefficient of interest, is 

significantly negative. The absolute β-convergence hypothesis (equation [1]) rests on 

the assumption that there is a negative correlation between the initial level (of the 

dependent variable) and the growth rate (of such variable).  

However, it is more reasonable to assume that a negative correlation exists between 

growth rate and, rather than level, the distance the level of the dependent variable is 

from its steady state equilibrium. Therefore, poorer regions do not necessarily grow 

faster than richer regions, because the latter may be even further from their steady state 

equilibria (Baumont et al 2002). In this article we therefore used the conditional 

specification of the β-convergence hypothesis: 

 INuuXyg uT
2

0 ,0~         [2] 

where X was a matrix of explanatory variables (of convergence); and  the associated 

(unknown) parameters.  

By contrast with more standard models, we have not specified a cross-section model but 

a spatio-temporal panel data model. In particular, we have specified the following 

model: 
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Where dependent denoted one of the four dependent variables we chose. First, as in 

most previous studies on convergence in health (following the seminal paper of Senn, 

1999), we used life expectancy at birth (in years). However, instead of using total 

mortality, we preferred to use here (several) cause-specific mortality. Total mortality is 

actually a combination of many things and phenomena that could undermine this 

variable as indicator of social ill-being (Senn, 1998). In particular, we chose those 

causes to which literature has been associated mostly with socioeconomic deprivation 

(Borrell et al., 2010; Puigpinós-Riera et al., 2011; Salcedo et al., 2012): ischemic heart 

disease mortality; cancer mortality; and larynx, trachea, bronchus and lung cancer 

mortality (cause-specific mortality were standardised death rate per 100,000 inhabitants, 

3 years average).  

The subscript i denoted region (i=1,…,271); j country (j=1,…,27); t year (t=1995 

1996,…, 2009); ,  and  denoted unknown parameters; S denoted spatial random 

effects (see below); and u normally distributed disturbance term. 

The main explanatory variables of the growth rate of the dependent variables were the 

GDP per capita (gdppc) (data available regionally), and the Gini index (Gini) (data 

available only at country level). We believe that the growth rate of the dependent 

variables was determined not only by the level of GDP per capita in absolute terms but 

also by its growth rate (gdppcrate). Note that we assumed that the effects of GDP per 

capita (both, in levels and as rates) on health convergence, if any, were distributed in 

time. For this reason we included the current level (t) and two lags (t-1 and t-2) of GDP 

per capita and two lags (t-1 and t-2) of GDP per capita rate. According to the 

EUROSTAT, the Gini index is defined as the relationship of cumulative shares of the 

population arranged according to the level of equivalised disposable income, to the 

cumulative share of the equivalised total disposable income received by them. The Gini 

coefficient ranges between 0 and 1, with 0 signifying complete income equality and 1 

signifying complete inequality. In a meta-analysis of multilevel studies, involving a 

total of more than 61 million subjects, Kondo et al. (2009) concluded that people living 
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in regions with high income inequality (a higher Gini coefficient) had an increased risk 

of premature death, independent of their individual socioeconomic status, age, or 

gender. In particular, the mortality risk increased 8% per 0.05 increase in the Gini 

coefficient. Furthermore, authors  also seems to confirm a theoretical ‘threshold effect’ 

(a Gini coefficient equal 0.3) above which the disparities in health outcomes are seen.  

Moreover, we considered additional variables that may secondarily contribute to health 

convergence. These variables were available both at the regional and country level. 

 Regional level:  

- Sec: Secondary students (percentage of total population). Sum of level 2 students 

(lower secondary or second stage of basic education), level 3 students (upper 

secondary education) and level 4 students (post-secondary non-tertiary education) 

with respect to the total population. 

- Univ:  University students (percentage of total population). Sum of level 5 and 6 

students (tertiary education). 

- Umy: Youth male unemployment rate (15-24 years old).  

- Ufy: Youth female unemployment rate (15-24 years old).  

Country level: 

- Bpg: External balance (goods). This variable was created from exported goods 

minus imported goods with respect to the country’s GDP.  

- Pubexp: Public expenditure rate. This variable comprised goods and services bought 

by the State with respect to country’s GDP.  

There were two reasons that led us to include these variables. First, since the main 

explanatory variable was the convergence of GDP per capita and given that, in a 

previous study, we found them associated with the economic convergence among EU 

regions (see details in Maynou et al., 2013), these additional variables could influence, 

at least, the initial situation towards convergence. Second, some of these variables could 
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be clearly associated with socioeconomic deprivation, i.e. unemployment and 

percentage of students (Salcedo et al., 2012). 

In model [3a] the Gini index could be considered, in fact, an endogenous variable 

because the income distribution may be influenced by the health of the population. For 

this reason we also specified the following model: 

       
   

jtjjtjt

jtjtjtjtjjt

vSrategdppcrategdppc

gdppcgdppcgdppcGini









2514

231210

loglog

loglogloglog




    [3b] 

where the variables and subscripts had the same meaning as in the model [3a] above;  

denoted unknown parameters; and v normally distributed disturbance term. 

Some of the coefficients, and in particular the coefficient of interest, β, had subscripts. 

This was because we allowed coefficients to be random effects, in mixed models 

terminology (Pinheiro and Bates, 2000). That is to say, we allowed them to be different 

for the various levels we considered. Thus, for example, the coefficient of interest, β, 

varied per country and year in the four models, while the intercepts (α and 0) varied by 

country
2
.   

When the coefficient (i.e. random effects) varied by country or region, we assumed they 

were identical and independent Gaussian random variables with constant variance. 

When the random effects varied by year, we assumed a random walk of order 1 (i.e. 

independent increments) for the Gaussian random effects vector (although we also 

assumed a constant variance).  

All random effects were assumed to be zero-mean. That is to say, when interpreting a 

coefficient, for example the coefficient of interest, β, the estimator must be added the 

effect of the corresponding fixed ( ̂ ) and random effects ( ĵ  for each country, j; and 

t̂  for each year, t). 

Spatio-temporal adjustment 

                                                 
2
 We have a preliminary estimation of all four models [3] allowing variation on the three levels 

(country/region/time). In the specification shown, we have provided only the best final models. 

Results not shown can be requested from the authors.  
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In all models, the disturbance terms, although Gaussian, were not identically and 

independently distributed. In fact, with spatial data, as in our case, the variability in the 

observed cases is usually higher than expected, which produces overdispersion and, 

more importantly, is not random. It is necessary to distinguish here between two sources 

of extra variability (Lawson et al., 2003, Barceló et al., 2009). Firstly, the largest source 

is usually named ‘spatial dependence’ and is a consequence of the correlation between 

the spatial unit and the neighbouring spatial units, generally the adjacent geographical 

areas. Economic variables observed at regional level are often interdependent because 

proximity and linkages between neighbouring areas. In this sense, the closer areas are 

much more similar than the more distant ones. Part of this dependence, however, is not 

really a structural dependence, but mainly due to variables that are not included in the 

analysis. The second source is independent, spatially uncorrelated extra variability, 

called uncorrelated or non-spatial heterogeneity, which is due to the unobserved non-

spatial variables that could influence the dependent variable (Lawson et al., 2003, 

Barceló et al., 2009). Spatial heterogeneity could be structural instability (the true 

values of the coefficients varies in space) or groupwise heteroskedasticiy (the variance 

of the error term varies in space). In our case, as we had the temporal dimension in our 

design, there was also temporal dependency.  

To take into account this spatio-temporal extra-variability, we needed to introduce some 

structure in the model. Otherwise, the estimator’s standard errors and, as a result, all the 

inference based on them, would be wrong (Greene, 2003). 

Specifically, heterogeneity was captured using the random effects associated with the 

intercepts ( j and 0j) and with the parameter of interest, j, the three indexed by 

country. Temporal dependency was approximated through the random effects associated 

with the parameter of interest, t, indexed by year.  

For the spatial dependency we followed the recent work of Lindgren et al.
 
(2011) and 

specified a Matèrn structure (Stein, 1999) for the spatial random effects denoted by S in 

model [3] (indexed by region in [3a] and by country in [3b]). In short, we used a 

representation of the Gaussian Markov Random Field (GMRF) explicitly constructed 

through stochastic partial differential equations (SPDE) which has as a solution a 

Gaussian Field (GF) with a Matérn covariance function
 
(Lindgren et al., 2011). To sum 

up, instead of using the Matérn in a regular lattice, which is the usual practice and 
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would imply an estimation with a high computational cost and, also, one that is weak in 

terms of efficiency (Lindgren et al., 2011), we specified the structure of the spatial 

Matérn covariance in a triangulation (Delaunay triangulation – Hjelle and Daehlen, 

2006) of the studied area with a low computational cost and, more importantly in our 

context, much more efficiency. 

The large number of random effects in our model and, in particular, the explicit 

specification of the spatio-temporal dependence, demanded that the inferences were 

done using a Bayesian approach. In particular we used the Integrated Nested Laplace 

approach (INLA) (Rue et al., 2009). 

Specifically, and following Schrödle and Held (2011), spatial models were built as 

Bayesian hierarchical models with two stages. The first stage was the observational 

model  p y x , where y denoted the vector of observations and x are the unknown 

parameters following a Gaussian Markov random field (GMRF) denoted as  p x  . The 

second stage was given by the hyperparameters   and their respective prior 

distribution  p  . The desired posterior marginals  

     i ip x y p x ,y p y d


       

of the GMRF were approximated using the finite sum  

                                  i i k k k
k

p x y p x ,y p y              [4] 

where  ip x ,y  and  p y  denoted approximations of  ip x ,y  and  p y , 

respectively. The finite sum [4] was evaluated at support points k  using appropriate 

weights k . 

The posterior marginal  p y  of the hyperparameters is approximated using a Laplace 

approximation (Tierney and Kadane, 1986).  

 
 

 
 *

G

p x, ,y
p y x x

p x ,y
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where the denominator  Gp x ,y  denoted the Gaussian approximation of  p x ,y  and 

 *x  was the mode of the full conditional
   p x ,y  (Rue and Held, 2005) 

According to Rue et al. (2009), it is sufficient to “numerically explore" this approximate 

posterior density using suitable support points k  in [4]. In this paper, these points were 

defined in the h-dimensional space, using the strategy known as central composite 

design. Here, centre points were augmented with a group of star points which allowed 

the curvature of  p y  to be estimated (Rue et al., 2009). 

Here, to approximate the first component of [4], a simplified Laplace approximation 

(less expensive from a computational point of view with only a slight loss of accuracy) 

was used (Schrödle and Held, 2011; Rue et al., 2009; Martino and Rue, 2010).  

For the final model estimation we used a 2-stage approach. In the first-stage, we 

modelled the Gini index (model [3b]). In the second-stage we modelled the health 

convergence (model [3a]), using the interim posterior from the fitted values of the 

model in the first-stage (model [3b]) as prior distributions. 

 

All analyses have been done with the free software R (version 2.15.2) (R Development 

Core Team, 2012), though the INLA library (The R-INLA project, 2012; Rue et al., 

2009). 

3.- Results 

Descriptive 

In Tables 1 to 6 we provide some descriptive. In Table 1, we can see the descriptive 

data for life expectancy at birsh. We find heterogeneity between the EU countries in 

terms of life expectancy during the last fifteen years, going from Latvia (mean: 71.413) 

to Italy (mean: 80.317). However, the trend of this variable in all countries has been a 

gradual increase. The countries with higher life expectancy over the last fifteen years 

were Italy, Sweden and Spain, while Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia had the lowest life 

expectancy of the EU. In Figure 1, we can see the evolution of the life expectancy over 

time and across regions. Changes in life expectancy are seen in the long run. We only 
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analyse fifteen years, but, we can see that regions are moving upwards, to the upper 

levels of life expectancy. 

Descriptive data for the mortality due to ischemic heart disease mortality is presented in 

Table 2. The trend of this variable in the EU countries during the last fifteen years has 

been a gradual reduction. However, this rate has not been homogenous among the 

twenty-seven EU countries. Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia had the highest rates of 

ischemic heart disease mortality, while France, Spain and Portugal had the lower death 

rates during the period 1995 to 2009. The map from Figure 2 shows that less and less 

regions have ischemic heart disease mortality. The eastern European countries are the 

ones with higher rates of this cause of death, but it was going down. 

In Table 3, we have collected the descriptive data of cancer mortality. The common EU 

trend has been a gradual decrease (except from Bulgaria, Cyprus, Greece and Romania). 

The countries with higher cancer death rate were Hungary, Czech Republic and Poland, 

while, Cyprus, Finland and Sweden had the lowest rates in the studied period, 1995 to 

2009. The map from Figure 3 shows that there has been a reduction of cancer mortality 

in the EU, mainly in the centre and south, but not in the east. 

The descriptive of mortality data due to lung cancer is collected in Table 4. For this 

standardised death rate, there has not been a common trend among the EU countries 

from 1995 to 2009. The EU countries with higher lung cancer death rate were Malta, 

Hungary and Poland, and the countries with lower rate were Lithuania, Sweden and 

Finland. In Figure 4, we can observe that mainly all regions have kept their rates of lung 

mortality or have increased them (mainly in the centre of Europe). 

In Table 5, it is shown the GDP per capita in the EU from 1995 to 2009. During the 

studied period, there has been a common growth of the GDP per capita among all the 

EU countries. Luxembourg had the highest GDPPC, followed by Austria and Italy. 

Bulgaria had the lowest GDPPC level, followed by Portugal and Latvia. The map from 

Figure 5 does not show big changes in the EU regions in terms of GDPPC. Until 2005, 

some of them have moved up to higher levels, however, from 2005, some centre regions 

have experienced a drop in their GDPPC. 

The last table collects the descriptive of the Gini Index. During the last fifteen years, 

inequalities have increased or decreased in the EU countries, not following a common 
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path. Portugal, Latvia and Estonia were the countries with higher inequalities, while, 

Slovenia, Sweden and Denmark were the countries which were more equal (Table 6). In 

Figure 6, we can see the representation of the Gini Index among the EU regions. The 

regions which experience more inequalities were the eastern ones, while for the 

southern and centre regions; there had been a reduction of inequalities during the last 

fifteen years. 

Results of the estimation of the health convergence models 

The results of estimating the models are shown in Tables 7. As stated above, the 

coefficient of interest in this analysis was β, which shows if existed convergence or 

divergence among the countries. In Table 7.1, we show the results of the estimation for 

the four models. For the variable corresponding to life expectancy, we found significant 

convergence among EU countries, as the coefficient was negative, -0.819%
3
, and 

statistically significant (the 95% credible interval did not contain the zero). The only 

explanatory variable which had a (statistically) significant effect on the convergence of 

life expectancy was the external balance (0.0007%). For mortality due to ischemic heart 

disease, we also found convergence among the EU countries, as the coefficient of 

interest was negative, -1.557%, and statistically significant. In this model the significant 

explanatory variables which have an effect on the convergence were GDP rates, 0.863% 

(lag 1) and 0.852% (lag 2); and public expenditure, -0.030%. Related to cancer 

standardised rates, the model also showed convergence, -1.934%. In this case, the 

explanatory variables which had an effect on the convergence of cancer mortality were 

secondary students, -0.0122%, university students, 0.005%, and young unemployment 

male, -0.0031%. For lung cancer mortality, we also found significant convergence 

among EU countries, -0.744%. The explanatory variables which had an effect on the 

convergence of lung cancer mortality are GDPPC, -0.0029% (lag 1), secondary 

students, -0.018%, university students, 0.0095% young unemployment female, -

0.0034%, and external balance, 0.0137%. 

We show in Table 7.2 the results of the estimation of the random effects. Note that the 

coefficients of some variables that were not statistically significant as fixed effects were 

estimated statistically significant when considering them random effects. This was the 

                                                 

3
 Calculated with the following formula: 

100*
)1ln(

T



 (Šlander and Ogorevc, 2010) 
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case of the Gini coefficient. We believe it should be interpreted, therefore, that although 

the Gini coefficient had no effect on convergence in health, on average, if that had an 

effect on health convergence of some countries and in some of the years. Note also that 

this effect was very heterogeneous.  

Although there was beta-convergence on average for the regions of the EU-27 in the 

four health variables considered (i.e., the coefficient of interest, , was negative and 

statistically significant), there were discontinuities in both the convergence and the 

speed of this convergence between countries and over time. Although there was no 

divergence in any country, the rate of convergence in life expectancy at birth was less 

than average in Malta and higher in Portugal and UK (in that order). As regards 

mortality from ischemic heart disease, note that in Estonia, Luxembourg, Romania and 

Malta (in descending order) there was no convergence (because the coefficient 

associated, which was the sum of both, the fixed and random effect for that country, 

was positive). Moreover, even with convergence (because in this case, the sum of both, 

the fixed and random effect for that country, was still negative), its speed was less than 

the average for the Netherlands and more for Finland, Bulgaria and Greece. In cancer 

mortality, France, Romania, and Ireland and, to a much lesser extent, Spain showed 

divergence. Moreover, the convergence rate was somewhat lower than average in the 

UK and more in Greece, Finland, Portugal and Italy. Finally, with regard to mortality 

from lung cancer, we estimate a very slight divergence in Poland, Hungary and Austria. 

Among countries converged, France and the United Kingdom did so at a slower rate and 

Greece to much larger than the average speed. 

As regards the discontinuities in time, we estimated divergence only in cancer mortality 

in the year 2009. There were, though, differences in the rate of convergence in all 

variables. We estimated a rate above the average mortality from cancer (year 2008) and 

only slightly higher in lung cancer mortality (year 1999) and life expectancy (2003). 

Below average, mortality from ischemic heart disease (2009) and lung cancer (2008 and 

2009). 

To analyse the sigma convergence we have used the coefficient of variation of each 

health variable (Figure 7). Note that in any case the sigma convergence occurred. Only 

in life expectancy and lung cancer mortality, disparities were reduced among regions of 

the EU-27 for 1995-2009. However, the greatest reductions in disparities in life 
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expectancy at birth occurred between 1995 and 2003, to increase and then remain stable 

from 2005. In the case of lung cancer mortality, disparities were reduced to 1999, to 

increase until 2008 and reduced in last year considered. 

4. –Discussion 

Our results indicate that there was (statistically) significant beta-convergence in life 

expectancy and mortality (ischemic heart disease, lung cancer and cancer) among the 

EU-27 regions for the studied period. In particular, the speed of the beta-convergence 

was, on average -1.934% per year (cancer mortality);            -1.557% per year 

(mortality for ischemic heart disease); -0.819% per year (life expectancy); and -0.819% 

(mortality for lung cancer).   

This means that, in terms of health, there was a catching-up process between the EU-27 

regions between 1995 and 2009. Given the association (in the aggregate) between 

income and health variables, might be reasonable that this catching-up process had been 

a reflection of the catching-up process followed by the economic convergence. The 

lower rate in the beta-convergence in most health variables analyzed in 2008 and 2009, 

two years after the start of the economic crisis, could exemplify this fact. 

However, our results of the estimation of the random effects show significant 

heterogeneity not only in the speed of that beta-convergence but that beta-convergence 

even in itself, both between countries and over time. This spatio-temporal heterogeneity 

is not only different from those found for the European regions in economic 

convergence analysis (Eckey and Türk, 2006. for EU-15 and EU-27; Monfort, 2008 for 

EU-27; Maynou et al., 2013, for the Eurozone) but also to the health convergence 

analysis between countries (d’Albis et al., 2012), suggesting that beta-convergence in 

health could be the result of many different phenomena of economic convergence. In 

this sense, for instance, after the entry of Eastern countries in the EU in 2004, they 

benefited from the EU cohesion policies which boosted economic convergence, but in 

view of the results is not clear that these policies also promote health convergence, at 

least from all these countries nor all of the health variables. This can perhaps be 

attributed to the fact that before 2004 the health system of these countries had already 

had already achieved quite good standards.  

Using the coefficient of variation as a summary measure of sigma-convergence, we 

were unable to estimate a reduction in disparities between regions in EU-27 over those 
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fifteen years. As Sala-i-Martin (1996) states, beta and sigma convergence do not always 

show up together because they capture different aspects. Sigma convergence analyses 

whether the cross-country distribution of the (health, in our case) variable shrinks over 

time or not, while, the beta convergence relates to the mobility within the given variable 

distribution. Therefore, we have estimated mobility within the distribution but the 

distribution itself has remained unchanged.  

In summary, if, as Quah (1993) and other authors suggest, the concept of sigma-

convergence is more revealing of the reality of convergence, we could not estimate the 

convergence in health among the regions of the EU-27 between 1995 and 2009.  

Although we allow that the parameters, in particular those of interest, to vary regionally 

we have only been able to estimate the heterogeneity at a country-level. In a previous 

work on economic convergence between European regions, although in a smaller 

geographic area (the Eurozone), we were not able to estimate a spatial heterogeneity at 

the regional level either. We believe that this is a consequence of how European policies 

are implemented, which, even if they have a regional dimension, are operationalised at 

country level. 

The effect of inequality of income distribution, measured by the Gini index, on health 

convergence was very heterogeneous both between countries and between years. We 

believe this was due in some countries and/or years the Gini coefficient did not exceed 

the threshold (equal to 0.3) above which the disparities in health were seen (Kondo et 

al., 2009). 

We could have chosen other variables that would have explained the growth rate of the 

health dependent variables. We consider this possibility, but we could not include them 

because of lack of data. In this sense, data for some variables are available, at country 

level, to a maximum of three years, as the rate of abortions in the case of life 

expectancy, or lifestyle, as a percentage of smokers or drinkers, the prevalence of 

obesity in for cause-specific mortality. Other variables, such as immigrants from 

developing countries, are available, at a country level, for a very few countries 

throughout all the period considered in our paper (1995-2009).  

Finally, we prefer to include the Gini index, as a proxy for income inequality, and not 

include other variables, such as poverty and social exclusion, because the lack of 
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conclusive evidence on these variables, at least compared to the high position in the 

hierarchy of evidence provided by the study of Kondo et al. (2009). 
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Table 1.- Descriptive data for the dependent variable: Life expectancy at birth, 

males and females. Years.  

Countries 1995-2000 2001-2005 2005-2009 1995-2009 

AUSTRIA 78.091(0.856) 

78.100(77.400

,78.800) 

79.316(0.714) 

79.300(78.850,7

9.800) 

80.644(0.747) 

80.750(80.025,81.

300) 

79.258(1.280) 

79.250(78.400,8

0.100) 

BELGIUM 77.368(1.111) 

77.600(76.300

,78.400) 

78.393(1.213) 

78.800(77.400,7

9.300) 

79.686(1.258) 

80.050(78.600,80.

800) 

78.328(1.502) 

78.400(77.400,79

.225) 

BULGARIA 71.017(0.779) 

71.050(70.450

,71.475) 

72.160(0.606) 

72.100(71.600,7

2.600) 

73.033(0.701) 

73.050(72.525,73.

550) 

72.077(1.051) 

72.100(71.400,7

2.800) 

CYPRUS 77.567(0.288) 

77.550(77.400

,77.700) 

78.980(0.192) 

79.000(78.850,7

9.125) 

80.575(0.457) 

80.550(80.150,81.

025) 

78.840(1.283) 

78.900(77.700,8

0.100) 

CZECH 

REPUBLIC 

74.287(1.110) 

74.200(73.525

,75.100) 

75.583(0.993) 

75.650(74.950,7

6.175) 

77.087(1.017) 

77.200(76.300,77.

675) 

75.466(1.533) 

75.500(74.300,7

6.600) 

DENMARK   78.687(0.538) 

78.700(78.300,79.

000) 

78.687(0.538) 

78.700(78.300,7

9.000) 

ESTONIA 69.767(1.084) 

70.000(69.700

,70.400) 

71.680(0.870) 

71.700(70.975,7

2.350) 

73.925(1.021) 

73.700(73.100,74.

975) 

71.513(1.959) 

71.100(70.100,7

3.100) 

FINLAND 77.483(1.208) 

77.250(76.800

,77.900) 

78.928(1.125) 

78.800(78.200,7

9.425) 

80.055(1.066) 

79.850(79.400,80.

350) 

78.651(1.545) 

78.500(77.400,7

9.700) 

FRANCE 78.495(0.989) 

78.600(78.000

,79.200) 

79.518(1.085) 

79.600(79.000,8

0.300) 

80.985(1.145) 

81.200(80.300,81.

800) 

79.529(1.457) 

79.500(78.500,8

0.500) 

GERMANY  78.980(0.796) 

79.000(78.425,7

9.400) 

80.099(0.737) 

80.100(79.600,80.

475) 

79.540(0.945) 

79.500(78.800,8

0.100) 

GREECE 78.196(0.939) 79.043(0.751) 80.015(0.800) 78.964(1.114) 
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78.200(77.600

,79.000) 

79.100(78.675,7

9.525) 

80.000(79.600,80.

500) 

79.100(78.300,7

9.700) 

HUNGARY 70.917(0.826) 

70.950(70.400

,71.400) 

72.629(0.873) 

72.500(72.000,7

3.300) 

73.811(0.966) 

73.850(73.125,74.

450) 

72.259(1.477) 

72.200(71.175,7

3.300) 

IRELAND 76.188(0.242) 

76.100(76.025

,76.425) 

78.350(0.781) 

78.450(77.900,7

9.000) 

79.775(0.275) 

79.750(79.525,80.

050) 

77.823(1.473) 

77.900(76.200,7

9.200) 

ITALY 79.231(0.855) 

79.200(78.700

,79.800) 

80.699(0.777) 

80.800(80.200,8

1.225) 

81.851(0.632) 

81.900(81.500,82.

300) 

80.317(1.295) 

80.300(79.300,8

1.300) 

LATVIA  70.850(0.342) 

70.900(70.500,7

1.150) 

71.975(1.124) 

71.850(70.975,73.

100) 

71.413(0.976) 

71.100(70.825,7

2.175) 

LITHUANIA 70.983(1.127) 

71.250(70.300

,71.800) 

71.820(0.311) 

71.900(71.675,7

2.025) 

71.800(1.049) 

71.550(70.950,72.

900) 

71.480(0.945) 

71.800(71.100,7

2.000) 

LUXEMBOU

RG 

77.333(0.550) 

77.200(76.800

,78.000) 

78.560(0.783) 

78.100(77.975,7

9.300) 

80.100(0.753) 

80.100(79.425,80.

775) 

78.480(1.312) 

78.000(77.300,7

9.500) 

MALTA 77.567(0.432) 

77.450(77.300

,77.600) 

79.040(0.336) 

78.900(78.775,7

9.400) 

79.850(0.342) 

79.800(79.550,80.

200) 

78.667(1.045) 

78.800(77.500,7

9.500) 

NETHERLA

NDS 

 78.923(0.629) 

78.900(78.425,7

9.400) 

80.479(0.527) 

80.500(80.125,80.

800) 

79.615(0.971) 

79.600(78.725,8

0.400) 

POLAND 72.893(0.926) 

72.800(72.325

,73.500) 

74.812(0.691) 

74.700(74.325,7

5.300) 

75.566(0.851) 

75.400(75.000,76.

175) 

74.205(1.443) 

74.400(73.025,7

5.275) 

PORTUGAL 75.000(1.549) 

75.550(73.300

,76.100) 

76.494(1.902) 

77.200(74.300,7

7.800) 

78.093(1.848) 

78.700(76.250,79.

500) 

76.323(2.139) 

76.400(74.950,7

8.200) 

ROMANIA  72.019(0.856) 

71.850(71.525,7

73.247(0.763) 

73.100(72.825,73.

72.837(0.980) 

73.000(71.950,7
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2.275) 400) 3.375) 

SLOVAKIA 73.256(0.767) 

72.950(72.800

,73.800) 

74.125(0.809) 

73.850(73.425,7

4.950) 

75.087(1.004) 

74.750(74.175,75.

775) 

74.154(1.113) 

74.000(73.300,7

4.800) 

SLOVENIA  77.650(1.626) 

77.650(76.500,7

8.800) 

78.913(1.308) 

79.000(77.575,80.

225) 

78.660(1.381) 

78.600(77.400,7

9.700) 

SPAIN 78.682(1.118) 

78.700(77.900

,79.500) 

80.039(1.033) 

80.200(79.175,8

0.800) 

81.315(1.035) 

81.450(80.600,82.

100) 

79.824(1.506) 

79.800(78.700,8

1.000) 

SWEDEN 79.313(0.492) 

79.350(78.925

,79.700) 

80.175(0.524) 

80.200(79.725,8

0.650) 

81.047(0.514) 

81.150(80.625,81.

300) 

80.063(0.864) 

79.900(79.500,8

0.700) 

UNITED 

KINGDOM 

77.940(1.098) 

77.900(77.100

,78.900) 

78.727(1.245) 

78.900(77.800,7

9.700) 

79.959(1.296) 

80.000(79.000,81.

000) 

79.043(1.448) 

79.100(78.100,8

0.000) 

In each cell, first line: mean (standard deviation); second line: median (Q1.Q3) 

 

 

Source: Eurostat and own construction 

 

Table 2.- Descriptive data for the dependent variable: Ischemic Heart Disease 

mortality, males and females. Standardised death rate per 100,000 inhabitants – 3 

years average 

Countries 1995-2000 2001-2005 2005-2009 1995-2009 

AUSTRIA 137.694(19.64

6) 

139.100(125.8

75,153.025) 

116.140(19.926) 

114.500(102.675

,127.575) 

100.011(15.682) 

96.600(87.500,11

2.100) 

119.293(23.587) 

116.400(100.37

5,137.825) 

BELGIUM 78.391(16.049

) 

82.450(76.600

,86.500) 

70.175(7.329) 

67.450(64.025,7

7.275) 

 76.652(14.225) 

79.450(64.950,83

.925) 

BULGARIA  164.033(29.812) 145.029(30.764) 151.364(31.366) 
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156.500(143.000

,195.025) 

134.600(118.850,

166.625) 

150.400(124.35

0,169.250) 

CYPRUS  80.967(1.069) 

80.400(80.300,8

2.200) 

86.150(12.983) 

81.400(77.350,99.

700) 

83.929(9.609) 

80.400(79.600,8

3.200) 

CZECH 

REPUBLIC 

212.184(33.38

3) 

209.400(187.9

75,232.100) 

176.223(21.446) 

179.400(159.550

,191.375) 

198.116(43.406) 

183.100(170.350,

213.425) 

194.024(36.157) 

186.950(169.47

5,209.500) 

DENMARK     

ESTONIA 364.975(33.75

8) 

354.050(341.2

25,399.650) 

301.960(25.975) 

305.700(281.175

,323.800) 

236.900(14.671) 

237.800(221.800,

251.100) 

306.700(56.295) 

313.750(254.92

5,348.475) 

FINLAND 167.385(41.68

9) 

163.900(133.6

25,205.725) 

153.208(30.923) 

154.800(132.850

,180.075) 

129.360(30.247) 

128.300(120.200,

154.500) 

149.936(35.946) 

147.800(124.57

5,174.775) 

FRANCE 48.341(8.313) 

48.300(42.950

,54.550) 

43.913(9.270) 

44.800(40.500,4

9.300) 

35.492(7.489) 

36.600(31.800,39.

700) 

42.998(9.824) 

43.350(37.400,4

9.375) 

GERMANY 188.900(67.03

5) 

179.400(147.0

50,210.325) 

116.870(23.687) 

111.800(100.700

,130.600) 

96.442(28.235) 

93.100(79.675,10

6.325) 

115.898(40.540) 

106.900(92.125,

126.575) 

GREECE 79.738(14.411

) 

78.450(65.975

,91.525) 

78.768(12.067) 

76.100(69.150,8

6.225) 

72.640(16.607) 

68.300(59.325,82.

050) 

77.181(14.547) 

75.100(65.650,8

6.125) 

HUNGARY 245.100(18.41

6) 

243.100(234.3

25,252.250) 

237.877(26.425) 

229.300(218.200

,253.900) 

235.195(29.082) 

223.400(212.900,

258.950) 

239.116(25.280) 

234.600(219.45

0,254.875) 

IRELAND 176.983(11.06 135.060(14.350) 107.625(5.946) 136.396(28.920) 
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1) 

178.050(166.7

00,182.900) 

134.650(123.500

,147.400) 

108.000(102.225,

112.025) 

128.450(111.67

5,161.700) 

ITALY 78.055(10.438

) 

76.450(69.700

,85.600) 

72.174(8.241) 

71.100(65.000,7

7.700) 

60.162(6.402) 

59.700(55.400,64.

300) 

72.040(11.595) 

70.750(63.500,8

0.000) 

LATVIA 332.967(13.13

3) 

336.600(318.4

00,343.900) 

294.580(8.071) 

292.600(288.975

,299.850) 

274.050(14.044) 

276.100(259.650,

286.400) 

297.333(25.607) 

291.300(281.77

5,315.525) 

LITHUANIA 342.525(37.53

2) 

329.400(315.8

75,382.300) 

334.560(6.675) 

333.800(329.925

,339.075) 

334.400(12.674) 

335.300(321.300,

346.600) 

337.175(21.100) 

334.550(322.57

5,343.300) 

LUXEMBOU

RG 

84.950(9.284) 

82.300(77.900

,94.650) 

75.580(3.099) 

76.600(73.425,7

7.950) 

58.300(8.515) 

58.900(49.950,66.

050) 

73.146(12.855) 

76.600(66.050,7

8.950) 

MALTA 177.050(3.701

) 

177.650(173.2

50,180.250) 

148.420(8.037) 

143.900(142.950

,154.900) 

124.400(10.013) 

123.250(115.375,

134.575) 

149.838(22.658) 

143.900(134.57

5,173.250) 

NETHERLA

NDS 

97.527(12.411

,94.950) 

87.100(104.57

5,70.987) 

70.987(9.945) 

70.500(63.050,7

7.375) 

51.353(5.138) 

51.000(47.675,55.

000) 

74.925(20.390) 

73.300(57.100,8

9.100) 

POLAND 135.006(26.62

5) 

143.650(114.0

50,156.300) 

116.229(27.412) 

115.550(90.050,

135.225) 

102.647(22.941) 

100.100(85.875,1

21.625) 

115.180(27.738) 

113.250(89.600,

134.400) 

PORTUGAL 75.000(36.869

) 

66.800(44.925

,99.400) 

72.463(29.715) 

64.800(45.400,8

6.900) 

56.700(22.837) 

52.450(33.300,72.

000) 

70.519(31.803) 

63.600(45.375,8

7.925) 
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ROMANIA 244.425(74.41

2) 

208.500(188.7

00,306.000) 

232.707(67.597) 

198.300(185.600

,299.325) 

204.900(56.876) 

182.650(161.075,

258.800) 

222.756(65.135) 

193.300(177.12

5,287.425) 

SLOVAKIA 189.800(34.95

9) 

190.700(154.4

00,224.300) 

283.867(27.559) 

295.600(252.425

,309.200) 

275.467(11.669) 

275.400(269.300,

282.250) 

266.829(39.175) 

275.200(252.42

5,294.325) 

SLOVENIA     

SPAIN 67.568(14.603

) 

62.500(56.900

,75.700) 

58.684(13.195) 

54.800(48.100,6

8.300) 

48.576(10.425) 

45.950(39.700,57.

550) 

58.308(14.849) 

55.900(47.300,6

7.500) 

SWEDEN 140.366(15.58

2) 

137.800(129.9

50,149.675) 

114.190(11.184) 

114.050(106.575

,123.175) 

95.421(7.880) 

96.000(89.950,10

0.500) 

118.223(21.189) 

115.800(101.00

0,132.375) 

UNITED 

KINGDOM 

153.869(24.11

3) 

153.050(134.4

00,168.700) 

119.903(17.789) 

118.700(106.975

,132.100) 

91.505(13.186) 

92.000(81.800,10

0.500) 

126.641(29.900) 

124.300(104.47

5,145.300) 

In each cell, first line: mean (standard deviation); second line: median (Q1.Q3) 

 

Source: Eurostat and own construction 

 

 

 

Table 3.- Descriptive data for the dependent variable: Cancer mortality, males and 

females. Standardised death rate per 100,000 inhabitants - 3 years average  

Countries 1995-2000 2001-2005 2005-2009 1995-2009 

AUSTRIA 177.558(10.32

2) 

175.850(168.0

50,186.625) 

168.104(9.145) 

165.400(160.675

,175.400) 

158.781(10.411) 

157.000(151.600,

166.300) 

168.925(12.120) 

167.050(159.92

5,176.375) 

BELGIUM 184.072(33.82 175.113(9.586)  181.085(28.325) 
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8) 

191.050(178.7

00,203.325) 

176.800(166.225

,181.575) 

183.150(169.075,

197.600) 

BULGARIA  161.650(11.776) 

163.700(150.875

,170.475) 

187.025(36.658) 

176.000(162.850,

211.100) 

178.567(32.769) 

170.100(157.30

0,183.650) 

CYPRUS  108.100(12.265) 

108.800(95.500,

120.000) 

136.425(31.137) 

121.400(119.950,

167.925) 

124.286(27.643) 

120.000(108.80

0,122.400) 

CZECH 

REPUBLIC 

242.528(18.89

4) 

245.000(224.0

75,252.325) 

231.252(18.297) 

226.500(217.650

,242.600) 

230.797(45.043) 

212.750(199.150,

266.575) 

234.582(29.550) 

228.650(215.67

5,246.175) 

DENMARK     

ESTONIA 202.300(2.396

) 

203.250(199.7

75,203.875) 

197.960(1.322) 

197.700(197.250

,198.525) 

193.500(2.982) 

194.000(190.300,

196.200) 

198.292(3.996) 

197.850(196.27

5,202.050) 

FINLAND 146.192(28.51

8) 

149.900(132.6

25,161.575) 

146.568(9.752) 

146.800(139.225

,149.225) 

140.473(11.578) 

139.200(133.500,

145.500) 

144.751(16.585) 

144.100(137.97

5,150.025) 

FRANCE 176.590(29.06

2) 

182.400(163.3

00,195.950) 

177.339(19.791) 

177.500(168.800

,187.700) 

164.756(19.973) 

165.550(156.800,

176.100) 

173.752(23.580) 

176.550(162.72

5,187.650) 

GERMANY 205.172(44.07

5) 

194.450(185.1

25,201.675) 

172.710(10.735) 

173.200(165.075

,180.150) 

166.520(31.368) 

164.600(156.900,

171.275) 

174.224(27.764) 

171.250(163.00

0,180.300) 

GREECE 155.279(12.43

7) 

151.450(144.8

75,166.200) 

156.469(11.376) 

153.300(147.000

,164.600) 

171.319(35.844) 

154.600(145.325,

191.450) 

160.672(23.178) 

153.500(145.37

5,168.350) 
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HUNGARY 272.933(10.33

6) 

274.300(266.5

00,281.900) 

257.503(11.035) 

257.400(249.300

,265.000) 

240.538(9.582) 

238.600(234.050,

248.050) 

257.084(15.871) 

257.400(245.35

0,269.425) 

IRELAND 201.350(4.206

) 

200.400(198.1

00,205.100) 

189.220(5.771) 

189.750(184.300

,192.800,) 

179.300(6.261) 

180.300(173.350,

185.350) 

188.946(10.067) 

187.850(182.00

0,197.800) 

ITALY 175.317(21.81

4) 

177.800(158.4

00,189.700) 

170.750(18.325) 

176.450(158.100

,182.100) 

157.569(13.359) 

160.800(148.400,

166.500) 

169.671(20.367) 

170.100(153.00

0,183.000) 

LATVIA 196.567(0.473

) 

196.400(196.2

00,197.100) 

194.400(0.903) 

194.300(193.575

,195.150) 

194.250(1.370) 

194.100(193.050,

195.600) 

194.892(1.369) 

195.000(193.52

5,196.100) 

LITHUANIA 197.600(2.357

) 

196.550(196.2

00,200.050) 

195.580(1.199) 

195.100(194.850

,196.300) 

195.067(0.929) 

195.500(194.000,

195.700) 

196.125(1.851) 

195.800(195.05

2,196.725) 

LUXEMBOU

RG 

188.450(9.551

) 

186.800(180.4

25,198.125) 

167.820(7.364) 

168.000(162.275

,173.650) 

158.825(1.173) 

158.900(157.675,

159.900) 

171.400(14.006) 

168.000(159.25

0,180.425) 

MALTA 179.600(9.949

) 

177.300(171.7

25,189.775) 

157.300(6.138) 

157.600(151.350

,162.025) 

154.350(1.760) 

154.450(152.600,

156.000) 

163.254(12.975) 

157.600(153.40

0,171.725) 

NETHERLA

NDS 

203.775(7.456

) 

203.400(200.0

00,207.600) 

192.307(6.970) 

191.750(188.525

,196.100) 

184.708(5.162) 

184.850(182.775,

187.150) 

194.230(9.990) 

192.700(186.45

0,201.950) 

POLAND 214.588(18.76

5) 

213.911(17.132) 

217.950(200.525

208.366(18.386) 

210.150(193.575,

212.609(17.686) 

216.500(199.57
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218.400(201.3

25,228.125) 

,227.850) 222.325) 5,226.675) 

PORTUGAL 161.179(52.17

7) 

158.750(140.3

25,181.575) 

167.517(20.544) 

159.100(153.400

,179.300) 

162.236(18.673) 

156.200(150.100,

176.900) 

164.252(34.997) 

158.100(150.32

5,179.325) 

ROMANIA 174.963(23.35

4) 

172.950(159.6

75,188.950) 

179.510(21.564) 

181.250(164.675

,191.675) 

181.422(18.973) 

184.800(167.325,

192.650) 

179.820(20.558) 

183.500(165.15

0,192.075) 

SLOVAKIA 151.350(4.238

) 

151.000(147.4

50,155.600) 

209.658(5.780) 

208.150(205.650

,213.750) 

202.350(7.490) 

201.950(196.925,

209.175) 

198.196(20.728) 

205.200(196.92

5,211.025) 

SLOVENIA     

SPAIN 173.232(9.107

) 

173.600(167.4

50,178.875) 

164.641(8.080) 

164.400(160.400

,170.000) 

154.950(10.090) 

155.200(150.100,

161.025) 

164.302(11.531) 

164.500(156.80

0,172.000) 

SWEDEN 158.209(5.664

) 

157.850(153.1

25,161.875) 

154.688(5.646) 

154.650(151.125

,158.675) 

148.596(6.001) 

148.800(144.525,

151.425) 

154.339(6.761) 

154.000(150.20

0,159.250) 

UNITED 

KINGDOM 

193.371(16.20

4) 

192.150(180.7

00,201.500) 

185.613(14.269) 

184.200(173.175

,193.800) 

175.561(13.758) 

173.900(164.200,

185.000) 

186.493(16.111

8) 

184.200(173.80

0,195.425) 

In each cell, first line: mean (standard deviation); second line: median (Q1.Q3) 

 

Source: Eurostat and own construction 

 

Table 4.- Descriptive data for the dependent variable: Lung cancer mortality, 

males and females. Standardised death rate per 100,000 inhabitants – 3 years 

average  
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Countries 1995-2000 2001-2005 2005-2009 1995-2009 

AUSTRIA 38.447(8.239) 

33.950(31.650

,42.800) 

36.633(8.051) 

32.400(30.850,4

2.025) 

35.930(9.342) 

31.900(29.400,42.

500) 

37.062(8.433) 

32.900(30.900,4

2.450) 

BELGIUM 47.400(10.579

) 

48.850(41.050

,54.125) 

45.944(4.427) 

46.500(42.075,4

9.700) 

 46.915(8.975) 

47.900(42.075,5

2.200) 

BULGARIA  39.950(3.416) 

35.100(34.125,4

1.275) 

42.617(8.707) 

40.050(36.100,48.

325) 

40.728(7.799) 

37.750(35.025,42

.725) 

CYPRUS 33.100(0.872) 

33.300(32.200

,33.800) 

32.150(0.071) 

32.150(32.100,3

2.200) 

31.950(0.071) 

31.950(31.900,32.

000) 

32.575(0.805) 

32.150(32.000,3

3.550) 

CZECH 

REPUBLIC 

52.694(8.731) 

51.800(46.725

,55.675) 

48.745(8.146) 

47.150(43.775,5

1.675) 

49.075(11.994) 

45.200(41.975,58.

150) 

50.062(9.721) 

48.150(43.800,5

3.150) 

DENMARK     

ESTONIA 33.875(0.670) 

33.950(33.200

,34.475) 

30.600(0.620) 

30.300(30.175,3

1.000) 

29.800(0.173) 

29.900(29.600,29.

900) 

31.492(1.864) 

30.550(29.950,3

3.600) 

FINLAND 27.250(5.015) 

27.650(26.000

,31.300) 

30.938(7.174) 

28.000(25.875,4

0.000) 

30.887(7.111) 

28.000(24.300,38.

900) 

30.120(6.781) 

27.850(25.100,3

7.000) 

FRANCE 36.523(7.077) 

36.800(33.200

,40.025) 

36.865(7.488) 

37.500(34.900,3

9.875) 

36.168(7.355) 

36.650(35.125,39.

825) 

36.573(7.307) 

36.950(34.725,3

9.950) 

GERMANY 42.956(9.658) 

42.150(38.850

,44.800) 

35.107(6.092) 

35.600(29.425,3

9.625) 

34.975(8.848) 

35.200(28.375,38.

875) 

35.970(8.037) 

36.100(29.300,4

0.700) 

GREECE 40.320(4.276) 

40.800(36.900

,43.800) 

40.343(3.463) 

40.200(37.775,4

2.350) 

43.879(9.610) 

40.550(37.850,49.

600) 

41.430(6.401) 

40.350(37.700,4

3.800) 

HUNGARY 59.648(13.425 58.817(13.656) 56.450(14.556) 58.405(13.725) 
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) 

64.100(44.700

,71.800) 

65.000(39.300,7

0.600) 

60.450(38.600,69.

000) 

63.900(40.700,7

0.575) 

IRELAND 41.229(4.287) 

42.700(37.200

,45.200) 

39.510(3.164) 

39.100(37.200,4

2.800) 

38.357(2.199) 

37.900(36.800,41.

000) 

39.675(3.354) 

38.450(37.125,4

2.775) 

ITALY 38.005(7.514) 

40.000(31.500

,43.900) 

33.880(8.137) 

34.150(27.800,4

1.600) 

30.984(7.192) 

31.050(25.950,37.

075) 

34.965(8.125) 

35.950(28.025,4

1.800) 

LATVIA 38.600(1.637) 

38.200(37.300

,40.300) 

37.850(0.636) 

37.850(37.400,3

8.300) 

33.400(0.283) 

33.400(33.200,33.

600) 

37.113(2.564) 

37.350(34.525,3

8.900) 

LITHUANIA  17.833(3.921) 

18.300(13.700,2

1.500) 

24.600(6.717) 

21.650(20.600,31.

550) 

21.700(6.385) 

20.900(18.300,2

2.400) 

LUXEMBOU

RG 

40.933(0.252) 

40.900(40.700

,41.200) 

39.840(0.483) 

39.900(39.375,4

0.250) 

38.375(1.170) 

38.400(37.250,39.

475) 

39.625(1.235) 

39.750(39.150,4

0.625) 

MALTA 82.800(1.179) 

83.100(81.500

,83.800) 

80.340(1.205) 

80.600(79.950,8

0.975) 

80.233(1.650) 

80.700(78.400,81.

600) 

80.982(1.664) 

80.800(80.500,8

1.600) 

NETHERLA

NDS 

48.945(7.858) 

49.400(45.800

,53.000) 

47.453(8.738) 

47.350(44.050,5

1.025) 

45.643 (9.125) 

45.500(42.850,47.

550) 

47.475(8.597) 

47.500(44.050,5

0.675) 

POLAND 48.355(10.547

) 

51.000(38.400

,55.900) 

52.721(8.672) 

53.700(49.925,5

8.075) 

50.029(9.797) 

51.100(45.200,56.

100) 

51.342(9.370) 

52.750(46.375,5

7.575) 

PORTUGAL 27.409(14.264

) 

26.850(18.000

,28.800) 

36.900(18.576) 

28.400(25.600,6

3.500) 

37.279(18.986) 

28.950(25.100,61.

600) 

34.034(17.765) 

28.100(24.200,3

0.000) 

ROMANIA 39.821(10.754

) 

41.772(7.278) 

41.150(35.525,4

42.175(5.473) 

41.750(40.725,43.

41.577(7.398) 

41.150(36.600,4
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38.650(31.500

,52.000) 

5.275) 100) 3.100) 

SLOVAKIA 30.800(3.111) 

30.800(28.600

,33.000) 

39.217(2.240) 

39.100(37.200,4

1.300) 

37.667(2.841) 

38.200(35.000,40.

000) 

37.350(3.746) 

37.350(35.000,4

0.500) 

SLOVENIA 36.350(7.707) 

36.350(30.900

,41.800) 

37.630(6.069) 

36.950(32.000,4

3.400) 

39.387(6.378) 

39.050(33.575,45.

325) 

38.205(6.057) 

37.900(32.100,4

4.100) 

SPAIN 38.954(4.599) 

38.550(36.125

,41.900) 

38.646(4.121) 

37.800(36.000,4

0.600) 

37.751(5.108) 

37.150(34.250,40.

950) 

38.466(4.597) 

37.700(35.600,4

1.100) 

SWEDEN 25.814(3.886) 

25.500(21.825

,29.300) 

26.548(3.169) 

26.100(24.100,2

9.100) 

27.471(3.162) 

27.200(24.625,30.

475) 

26.557(3.427) 

26.100(23.800,2

9.525) 

UNITED 

KINGDOM 

43.660(11.042

) 

42.600(36.350

,49.650) 

40.689(9.757) 

39.400(33.425,4

6.875) 

39.074(9.472) 

38.300(32.500,44.

100) 

41.414(10.297) 

40.400(34.425,4

8.275) 

In each cell, first line: mean (standard deviation); second line: median (Q1.Q3) 

Source: Eurostat and own construction 

Table 5.- Descriptive data for the variable: Gross Domestic Product per capita in 

PPS.  

Countries 1995-2000 2001-2005 2005-2009 1995-2009 

AUSTRIA   29559.256(5626.5

35) 

30500(25400,329

00) 

29559.259(5626

.535) 

30500(25400,32

900) 

BELGIUM 20087.879(79

44.975) 

17800(15500,

21200) 

24794.545(9513.

040) 

22700(18300,26

300) 

27220.455(9681.2

83) 

25450(20075,296

25) 

23558.788(9399

.397) 

20700(17675,26

125) 

BULGARIA 4544.444(959.

596) 

6593.333(1852.8

51) 

9070.833(3605.24

7) 

6434.444(2857.8

75) 
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4150(3800,52

00) 

5850(5600,6900

) 

7750(6950,8900) 5800(4500,7100) 

CYPRUS 14450(1459.7

95) 

14200(13300,

15500) 

18740(1040.673

) 

18200(18025,19

550) 

23175(1364.734) 

23300(21825,244

00) 

18206.667(3830

.417) 

18100(14600,21

400) 

CZECH 

REPUBLIC 

12470.833(40

08.181) 

11100(10600,

11850) 

16217.5(6726.10

3) 

13850(13125,15

550) 

19787.5(8557.651

) 

16750(15725,178

00) 

15670.833(7002

.681) 

13800(11300,16

475) 

DENMARK 20713.333(37

73.477) 

20000(18000,

22500) 

24560(4144.675

) 

23700(22650,25

150) 

27645(4780.605) 

27000(25575,283

50) 

23844(5007.083

) 

23600(20100,27

000) 

ESTONIA 7200(1029.56

3) 

7200(6550,78

50) 

11380(1806.11) 

11300(9950,127

50) 

16325(1276.388) 

16450(15075,174

50) 

11300(3992.878

) 

10750(7600,149

00) 

FINLAND 18470(4646.4

78) 

17600(14700,

21300) 

24084(5738.443

) 

22200(19700,29

125) 

27900(5942) 

26200(22750,338

50) 

22856(6587.155

) 

22100(18100,26

800) 

FRANCE 16364.103(38

51.936) 

16250(14525,

17975) 

20083.077(4404.

246) 

20150(18600,21

400) 

21986.538(5009.0

41) 

21550(20350,233

00) 

19103.077(4953

.832) 

19200(15900,21

400) 

GERMANY 19825.214(47

93.200) 

19500(16800,

21900) 

23462.051(5630.

897) 

22900(19600,25

700) 

27179.487(5987.0

15) 

26700(22675,294

25) 

22998.632(6163

.492) 

22000(18950,26

425) 

GREECE 13550(2717.2

73) 

13250(11400,

14700) 

17767.692(2926.

875) 

17000(15575,19

725) 

19932.692(3985.4

99) 

18700(17050,212

25) 

16657.949(4135

.598) 

16300(13600,19

100) 
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HUNGARY   13580.952(5455.6

96) 

10800(10075,146

25) 

13580.952(5455

.696) 

10.800(10075,1

4625) 

IRELAND 18041.667(52

19.798) 

17250(13550,

22375) 

26700(6769.868

) 

26100(20100,32

800) 

30500(7711.216) 

29450(24025,379

00) 

24250(8228.368

) 

22950(18400,31

800) 

ITALY   25157.143(6175.3

34) 

26800(18800,302

00) 

25157.143(6175

.334) 

26800(18800,30

200) 

LATVIA 5980(729.383) 

6000(5450,65

25) 

9100(1270.827) 

8900(8125,1012

5) 

13000(1098.484) 

13000(12025,139

75) 

9100(3059.915) 

8600(6400,1200

0) 

LITHUANIA 6416.667(854.

205) 

6600(5700,69

00) 

10080(1472.073

) 

10200(8875,112

25) 

14025(1271.154) 

13950(12875,152

50) 

9666.667(3352.

753) 

9100(6900,1280

0) 

LUXEMBOU

RG 

37950(5426.1

40) 

35950(34100,

42400) 

51740(4324.697

) 

51300(48475,55

325) 

66200(3489.986) 

66300(62875,694

25) 

50080(12520.22

4) 

49200(37000,62

500) 

MALTA 15300(1272.7

92) 

15300(14400,

16200) 

16620(715.542) 

16600(16275,17

000) 

18950(680.686) 

19100(18250,195

00) 

17227.273(1618

.698) 

16800(16200,19

000) 

NETHERLA

NDS 

20363.889(39

93.879) 

19600(17450,

22925) 

26090(4511.593

) 

24700(22450,30

025) 

30668.75 

(5678.446) 

29250(26350,350

25) 

25020.556(6258

.025) 

24300(20525,28

900) 

POLAND 7267.708(166

1.926) 

6900(6200,80

9556.25(2231.41

2) 

9250(8000,1035

12385.938(3023.9

19) 

12050(10425,133

9398.417(3062.

026) 

8800(7200,1080
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00) 0) 25) 0) 

PORTUGAL 12926.19(309

4.138) 

12300(10600,

14300) 

17060(3626.634

) 

15500(14100,19

900) 

19939.286(4320.2

66) 

18050(16100,247

50) 

16174.286(4610

.941) 

15500(12800,18

500) 

ROMANIA 4947.917(139

0.544) 

4650(4125,51

00) 

6952.5(2905.255

) 

6150(5200,7375

) 

11081.25(5558.10

6) 

9450(8175,11000

) 

7251.667(4206.

198) 

5850(4700,8500

) 

SLOVAKIA 9791.667(499

1.464) 

7350(6650,13

425) 

14050(7878.986

) 

10100(9150,203

00) 

20200(11861.478

) 

14800(11900,305

25) 

13986(9116.078

) 

10400(7900,164

00) 

SLOVENIA 13275(2820.4

21) 

12950(10875,

15675) 

17950(3719.692

) 

17500(14400,20

900) 

21787.5(4460.761

) 

21700(17300,262

00) 

17103.33(4947.

621) 

16550(13300,20

000) 

SPAIN 15402.632(35

69.449) 

14650(12800,

17500) 

20604.211(4142.

255) 

19800(17500,23

900) 

24792.105(4563.3

54) 

23550(21475,282

75) 

19640.351(5556

.054) 

19300(15500,23

350) 

SWEDEN 20125(3848.8

74) 

18850(17750,

20950) 

24875(4375.266

) 

23450(22275,25

175) 

28521.875(5199.1

15) 

26900(25625,286

00) 

23947.5(5565.6

5) 

23400(19525,26

300) 

UNITED 

KINGDOM 

18117.453(62

95.445) 

16800(15100,

19375) 

23616.216(8441.

085) 

22200(19475,24

800) 

25695.946(10061.

497) 

23550(21125,267

00) 

22042.018(8792

.323) 

20600(17275,24

125) 

In each cell, first line: mean (standard deviation); second line: median (Q1.Q3) 

 

Source: Eurostat and own construction 

Table 6.- Descriptive data for the variable: Gini Index (percentage) 
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Countries 1995-2000 2001-2005 2005-2009 1995-2009 

AUSTRIA 25.333(1.116) 

25.500(24.000

,26.000) 

25.850(1.237) 

26.000(24.450,2

7.100) 

25.850(0.383) 

25.950(25.400,26.

200) 

25.629(1.031) 

25.900(25.000,2

6.200) 

BELGIUM 28.333 (1.114) 

28.500(27.000

,29.000) 

27.600(0.885) 

28.000(26.575,2

8.225) 

27.000(0.667) 

26.950(26.325,27.

725) 

27.743(1.090) 

27.900(27.000,2

8.300) 

BULGARIA 25.000(0.000) 

25.000(25.000

,25.000) 

25.400(0.814) 

26.000(25.000,2

6.000) 

33.950(1.876) 

34.350(31.750,35.

750) 

28.780(4.453) 

26.000(25.000,33

.400) 

CYPRUS 29.000(.) 

29.000(29.000

,29.000) 

27.850(1.202) 

27.850(27.000,2

8.700) 

29.000(0.627) 

28.950(28.425,29.

625) 

28.671(0.867) 

28.800(28.300,2

9.100) 

CZECH 

REPUBLIC 

 25.500(0.516) 

25.500(25.000,2

6.000) 

25.100(0.249) 

25.200(24.800,25.

300) 

25.233(0.403) 

25.200(25.000,2

5.300) 

DENMARK 20.333(0.488) 

20.000(20.000

,21.000) 

23.650(1.048) 

23.900(22.475,2

4.575) 

25.225(1.164) 

25.150(24.050,26.

475) 

23.318(2.188) 

23.900(21.000,2

5.100) 

ESTONIA 36.000(.) 

36.000(36.000

,36.000) 

35.100(1.371) 

35.000(34.075,3

5.600) 

32.200(1.236) 

32.250(31.025,33.

325) 

34.030(1.975) 

34.050(33.100,3

5.000) 

FINLAND 22.800(1.000) 

22.000(22.000

,24.000) 

26.100(0.500) 

26.000(26.000,2

6.000) 

26.075(0.183) 

26.050(25.900,26.

275) 

24.914(1.721) 

25.900(24.000,2

6.000) 

FRANCE 28.667(0.473) 

29.000(28.000

,29.000) 

27.380(0.493) 

27.000(27.000,2

7.700) 

28.400(1.479) 

28.550(26.775,29.

875) 

28.167(1.035) 

28.000(27.000,2

9.000) 

GERMANY 26.000(1.531) 

25.000(25.000

,27.000) 

25.550(0.554) 

25.550(25.000,2

6.100) 

29.125(1.435) 

29.650(27.375,30.

350) 

26.967(2.065) 

26.450(25.000,2

9.075) 

GREECE 34.333(0.750) 

34.500(34.000

,35.000) 

33.475(0.719) 

33.100(33.000,3

4.325) 

33.775(0.541) 

33.850(33.175,34.

300) 

33.929(0.777) 

34.000(33.100,3

4.700) 
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HUNGARY 26.000(.) 

26.000(26.000

,26.000) 

25.900(1.486) 

26.000(24.250,2

7.450) 

27.200(3.601) 

25.400(24.825,31.

375) 

26.489(2.650) 

25.600(25.000,2

7.000) 

IRELAND 32.500(1.314) 

33.000(32.000

,33.000) 

30.750(1.192) 

31.050(29.400,3

1.800) 

30.475(1.293) 

30.600(29.075,31.

375) 

31.421(1.556) 

31.700(30.000,3

3.000) 

ITALY 31.000(1.296) 

31.000(30.000

,32.000) 

31.667(1.908) 

32.800(29.000,3

3.200) 

31.700(0.488) 

31.800(31.125,32.

175) 

31.369(1.339) 

31.500(31.000,3

2.200) 

LATVIA 34.000(.) 

34.000(34.000

,34.000) 

36.100(.) 

36.100(36.100,3

6.100) 

37.425(1.563) 

37.550(35.900,38.

825) 

36.633(1.847) 

36.750(35.400,3

7.700) 

LITHUANIA 31.000(.) 

31.000(31.000

,31.000) 

33.650(3.748) 

33.650(31.000,3

6.300) 

34.575(0.810) 

34.500(33.850,35.

375) 

33.800(2.094) 

34.000(31.000,3

5.500) 

LUXEMBOU

RG 

26.833(1.472) 

26.500(26.000

,28.000) 

26.900(0.523) 

26.750(26.500,2

7.450) 

28.025(0.802) 

27.750(27.475,28.

850) 

27.193(1.159) 

27.200(26.500,2

7.800) 

MALTA 30.000(.) 

30.000(30.000

,30.000) 

26.900(.) 

26.900(26.900,2

6.900) 

27.100(0.658) 

27.100(26.475,27.

725) 

27.550(1.307) 

27.100(26.900,2

7.900) 

NETHERLA

NDS 

27.333(1.712) 

27.500(26.000

,29.000) 

26.975(0.044) 

27.000(26.925,2

7.000) 

27.200(0.495) 

27.400(26.600,27.

600) 

27.193(1.156) 

27.000(26.400,2

7.600) 

POLAND 30.000(.) 

30.000(30.000

,30.000) 

32.800(2.845) 

32.800(30.000,3

5.600) 

32.225(0.692) 

32.100(31.550,33.

025) 

32.071(1.821) 

32.000(30.000,3

3.300) 

PORTUGAL 36.333(0.477) 

36.000(36.000

,37.000) 

37.633(0.476) 

37.800(37.000,3

8.100) 

36.425(0.912) 

36.300(35.500,37.

475) 

36.662(0.832) 

36.800(36.000,3

7.000) 

ROMANIA 29.000(.) 

29.000(29.000

,29.000) 

30.400(0.496) 

30.000(30.000,3

1.000) 

35.425(1.769) 

35.450(33.475,37.

350) 

32.270(2.870) 

31.000(30.000,3

4.900) 

SLOVAKIA  26.200(.) 25.275(1.735) 25.460(1.588) 
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26.200(26.200,2

6.200) 

24.650(23.900,27.

275) 

24.800(24.500,2

6.200) 

SLOVENIA 22.000(.) 

22.000(22.000

,22.000) 

22.450(0.833) 

22.000(22.000,2

3.350) 

23.250(0.389) 

23.300(22.825,23.

625) 

22.756(0.758) 

22.700(22.000,2

3.400) 

SPAIN 33.667(0.947) 

34.000(33.000

,34.000) 

31.500(0.839) 

31.000(31.000,3

1.800) 

31.525(0.452) 

31.300(31.225,32.

050) 

32.373(1.328) 

32.000(31.200,3

4.000) 

SWEDEN 21.500(0.516) 

21.500(21.000

,22.000) 

23.350(0.416) 

23.200(23.000,2

3.850) 

24.050(0.505) 

24.000(23.550,24.

600) 

23.260(1.050) 

23.400(23.000,2

4.000) 

UNITED 

KINGDOM 

31.667(0.747) 

32.000(32.000

,32.000) 

34.650(0.411) 

34.800(34.150,3

5.000) 

32.850(0.612) 

32.550(32.425,33.

575) 

32.857(1.386) 

32.450(32.000,3

4.000) 

In each cell, first line: mean (standard deviation); second line: median (Q1.Q3) 

 

Source: Eurostat and own construction
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Table 7.1.- Results of the estimation of the models. Fixed effects. 

Dependent variables Life expectancy Ischemic heart disease crude 

rate 

Cancer standardized rate Lung cancer crude rate 

Β -0.1307 (-0.160,-0.104)
1    

                     -0.2630(-0.4261,-0.0997)  -0.3366(-0.6129,-0.0576) -0.1181(-0.2009,-0.03751) 

Fixed effects: 

GDPPC  

GDPPC_1 

GDPPC_2 

GDPPC rate_1 

GDPPC rate_2 

Sec 

Univ 

Pubexp 

Umy 

Ufy 

Bpg 

Gini 

 

0.0031(-0.0014,0.0076) 

0.0001(-0.0002,0.0003) 

-0.0002(-0.0005,0.00005) 

-0.0068(-0.0143,0.0007) 

0.00055(-0.0084,0.0094) 

-0.000004(-0.0001,0.00009) 

-0.00003(-0.00007,0.00002) 

-0.00007(-0.0002,0.00004) 

-0.00002(-0.00006,0.00001) 

0.000007(-0.00002,0.00004) 

0.00011(0.00003,0.00018) 

-0.01526(-0.0523,0.02232) 

 

-0.00151(-0.0366,0.0337) 

-0.00141(-0.0054,0.0026) 

0.00146(-0.00811,0.01104) 

0.1214(0.0214,0.2214) 

0.1200(0.00919,0.2309) 

-0.00145(-0.00294,0.00005) 

-0.00004(-0.0007,0.0006) 

-0.0045(-0.00681,-0.0022) 

0.00038(-0.0002,0.0009) 

0.000001(-0.0004,0.0004) 

-0.00043(-0.0020,0.00112) 

-0.2553(-0.8082,0.2989) 

 

-0.00454(-0.0332,0.0246) 

0.00304(-0.0005,0.00656) 

-0.0038(-0.0124,0.0047) 

0.09215(0.00291,0.1844) 

0.02609(-0.07736,0.1344) 

-0.00183(-0.0030,-0.00068) 

0.00075(0.00023,0.00128) 

0.00045(-0.0014,0.0023) 

-0.00047(-0.0009,-0.00005) 

-0.00026(-0.0006,0.00006) 

0.00089(-0.00044,0.00222) 

-0.0531(-0.69003,0.5718) 

 

0.00150(-0.0018,0.00477) 

-0.00429(-0.0081,-0.00044) 

0.0007(-0.0047,0.0061) 

0.0481(-0.0531,0.1494) 

-0.0355(-0.1421,0.0711) 

-0.00269(-0.0042,-0.00122) 

0.00142(0.00073,0.0021) 

0.0014(-0.0005,0.0033) 

0.000203(-0.00037,0.00077) 

-0.00051(-0.0010,-0.00004)  

0.00205(0.00047,0.00362)   

0.02948(-0.1849,0.2431) 

Standard deviation of 

random effects: 

Heterogeneity 

αj 

βj  

βt 

γgdppcj 

γgdppct 

γginij 

γginit 

 

 

0.0461(0.0007)
2
 

0.7777(0.1201) 

0.0759(0.0121) 

0.0031(0.0006) 

0.0110(0.0016) 

0.0028(0.0005) 

0.0271(0.0062) 

0.0040(0.0009) 

 

 

0.0504(0.0008) 

3.0965(0.4745) 

0.3217(0.0397) 

0.0726(0.0144) 

 

0.0347(0.0090) 

0.8757(0.1340) 

0.1929(0.0503) 

 

 

0.0376(0.0008) 

2.6601(0.4717) 

0.4497(0.0679) 

0.2829(0.0537) 

0.0435(0.0117) 

0.00729(0.0029) 

0.8743(0.1449) 

0.3672(0.0781) 

 

 

0.06362(0.0012) 

0.01068(0.0064) 

0.1800(0.0332) 

0.00625(0.00212) 

 

 

0.1942(0.03500) 

0.0067(0.0023) 

DIC 

Effective number of 

-28009.40 

2710.75 

-6554.70 

254.13 

-7514.33 

303.63 

-5577.65 

135.88 
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1
 mean (95% credible interval); 

2
 mean (standard deviation); the 95% credible interval did not contain the zero (statistically significant). 

parameters 

-log(mean(cpo)) 

-1.6383 -1.639 -1.6395 -1.6394 
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Table 7.2.- Results of the estimation of the models. Random effects
1
. 

Standard 

deviation 

of 

random 

effects 

Life expectancy Ischemic heart disease crude rate Cancer standardized rate Lung cancer crude rate 

αj  Bulgaria 7.9855(5.1901,10.7654) 

Czech Republic -5.9847(-8.7009,-

3.2878) 

Finland 9.6170(7.0608,12.2052) 

Poland -5.0229(-7.9521,-2.1239) 

Finland 6.8965(5.0247,8.8394) 

Greece -5.4328(-7.5479,-3.3867) 

Portugal 4.1434(1.4339,6.9639) 

UK -3.0494(-5.1355,-1.004) 

 

βj Malta -0.0436(-0.0917,-0.0018)
2
 

Portugal 0.0332(0.0036,0.0673) 

UK 0.0245(0.0014,0.0505) 

Bulgaria -0.7441(-0.9651,-0.5268) 

Estonia 2.8070(0.0073,0.5554) 

Finland -0.5451(-0.7456,-0.3434) 

Greece -1.0776(-1.2600,-0.8970) 

Luxembourg 0.4856(0.1896,0.7844) 

Malta 0.3493(0.0371,0.6634) 

Netherlands 0.1761(0.0117,0.3418) 

Romania 0.3714(0.1641,0.5773) 

Finland -0.7364(-0.9703,-0.5084) 

France 2.6596(0.0223,0.5080) 

Greece -1.4436(-1.6663,1.2277) 

Ireland 0.4454(0.0564,0.8425) 

Italy -0.5197(-0.7558,-0.2894) 

Portugal -0.5399(-0.7718,-0.3132) 

Romania 0.4549(0.1973,0.7146) 

Spain 0.3640(0.1138,0.6130) 

United Kingdom 0.3108(0.0806,0.5394) 

Austria 0.12168(0.01487,0.2311) 

Finland -0.1267(-0.2535,-0.0029) 

France 0.0990(0.01198,0.1885) 

Greece -0.7050(-0.8531,-0.5667) 

Hungary 0.1225(0.01942,0.2282) 

Netherlands 0.0993(0.0016,0.1996) 

Poland 0.1283(0.0216,0.2380) 

UK 0.0971(0.0116,0.1845) 

βt 2003 -0.00316(-0.0061,-

0.00035) 

2009 0.2010(0.1462,0.2558) 2008 -0.2162(-0.4133,-0.0210) 

2009 0.5854(0.3867,0.7883) 

1999 -0.0131(-0.0294,-0.00163) 

2008 0.01674(0.0025,0.0357) 

2009 0.02255(0.0055,0.0453) 

γ gdppcj Cyprus 0.0129(0.0011,0.02505) 

Malta 0.0474(0.0426,0.05229) 

Poland -0.00517(-0.0103,-

0.0039) 

 Czech Republic -0.05786(-0.1078,-

0.01177) 

Greece 0.1038(0.03895,0.1698) 

 

 

γ gdppct 1998 0.00050(0.00002,0.00098) 

2003 0.00063(0.00017,0.0011) 

2009 0.0870(0.04341,0.1332) 2008 -0.1255(-0.0266,-0.00094) 

2009 -0.0230(-0.0449,-0.0058) 
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1
 Only those coefficients which 95% credible interval did not contain the zero (statistically significant); 

2
 mean (95% credible interval). 

 

 

 

2005 0.00067(0.0002,0.00113) 

2008 -0.0022(-0.00363,-

0.00081) 

γ ginij Greece 0.0379(0.0099,0.0684) 

Malta -0.0820(-0.1348,-0.0243) 

Austria 1.1912(0.01891,2.3772) 

Bulgaria -1.2913(-1.9677,-0.6193) 

Czech Republic 

1.7244(0.9859,2.4646) 

Finland -2.1168(-2.7744,-1.4591) 

Greece 0.9246(0.26304,1.5873) 

Poland 1.2568(0.4778,2.0381) 

Finland -1.0312(-1.6213,-0.4514) 

Greece 3.3630(2.7550,3.9952) 

 

Austria -0.1473(-0.2682,-0.0297) 

France -0.1116(-0.2090,-0.0175) 

Greece 0.75553(0.60812,0.9143) 

Hungary -0.1449(-0.2674,-0.0254) 

Netherlands -0.11834(-0.2304,-

0.0094) 

UK -0.1006(-0.1955,-0.0080) 

γ ginit 1996 -0.00477(-0.0096,-

0.00005) 

1998 -0.00429(-0.0085,-0.0003) 

2009 0.0055(0.0008,0.01027) 

2009 -0.4911(-0.6772,-0.3069) 2008 0.3663(0.08795,0.6478) 

2009 -0.7714(-1.0626,-0.4864) 

1999 0.0128(0.00035,0.03044) 

2006 -0.0137(-0.03116,-0.00091) 

2007 -0.0166(-0.0360,-0.00223) 
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Figure 1.- Life expectancy at birth (Index, 100 EU-27 average per period) 
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Figure 2.- Ischemic heart mortality (Index, 100 EU-27 average per period) 
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Figure 3.- Cancer mortality (Index, 100 EU-27 average per period) 
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Figure 4.- Lung cancer mortality (Index, 100 EU-27 average per period) 
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Figure 5.- GDP per capita (quartiles) 
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Figure 6.- Gini index (quartiles) 
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Figure 7.- Sigma convergence. Coefficient of variation of the variable between 

regions of EU-27 
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